The Hearts Center Pilgrimage to Ghana:
Return to the Heart of Africa—
Our Sacred Journey of Love with Afra
October 27 - November 5, 2011

Om Mani Padme Hum AUM

In the name I AM THAT I AM, my beloved Holy Christ/Buddha Self and Holy Christ/Buddha Selves of all light bearers throughout cosmos, we call for the electronic presence into our worlds of the Great Divine Director, Ganesh, and the entire African Council: Afra, Lady Adelphia, Arcturus, Victoria, Goddess of Light, Saint Germain, Portia, Sam McGill, Lady Marchette, Lady Violette, Lady Eunice, Master Earnest, Simon the Cyrenian and Zarathustra. We call for a sphere of white fire from the Great Central Sun, 36 feet in diameter and with an outer edge of blue lightning, to be placed around each pilgrim going to Ghana, West Africa and around those who remain behind to hold the balance through November 6 and beyond.

We now feel the powerful surge of that cosmic white fire, in, through, and around us that emblazons and fires up our auras and strengthens our hearts’ bonding with all ascended beings who will be addressing us during our pilgrimage. We are holding a matrix of victory for the clearance of Africa with the cosmic emanations of violet laser light streaming through us from our Source. Elohim Arcturus and Victoria offer their powerful assistance from their retreat over Angola in Central Africa, towards the full and final freedom of every soul on the continent.

We call upon our blessed Elohim Purity and Astrea to ward off, encircle and dissolve the cause and core of all malintent directed against our pilgrims or our pilgrimage. We see now a violet and purple sun radiating from our solar plexus as the seat of the sun within us. Great light streams forth through us, making contact now with every soul we will meet in Accra, Cape Coast and Kumasi.

We expand the light pouring through our hearts, into a rolling momentum of freedom, peace and love to be spread in, through and around Ghana. We call to our own I Am Presence, Afra, the Spirit of Ghana, Saint Germain and Lanello to place their capes of ability over our subtle and physical bodies in order that we may be energetically coherent instruments for fulfilling the mission of the Brotherhood through our Ghana pilgrimage. Arrayed in light, we accept the perfect alchemy and invincible victory of our Meru University course on the Heart-Soul Connection—to be given on three consecutive days of our stay in Ghana.

For sponsoring our pilgrimage, we send our gratitude and love to Alpha and Omega, Afra, Saint Germain and Portia, Spirit of Ghana, Serapis Bey and Amen Bey, the Goddess of Freedom and Goddess of Liberty, Arcturus and Victoria, El Morya, Lanello, Zarathustra, Archangel Michael, Micah, Angel of Unity, Hercules and Amazonia, Master Earnest, Godfre and Lotus, Magda and Jesus, Simon the Cyrenian, Goddess of Purity, Goddess of Light, Queen of Light, Melchizedek, Victory and Justina. And in reverent joy we also name our recently ascended African-American masters—Lady Adelphia, Lady Eunice, Lady Violétte, Lady Eleisha, Lady Marchette, Lady Buddhi Ma and Sam McGill. We recognize and acknowledge our heart flames as a single flaming force, one with all these sponsoring masters whose presence we accept now protecting our on-time travel and our spiritual work in airplanes, cars, buses, boats, and on foot—as we walk the streets of Accra, Cape Coast, and Kumasi.

We call for Archangel Michael’s sword of blue flame and to his legions, masters of the mercurial arts, for their unlimited protection. Beloved Lanello and K-17, place your cloak of invisibility, invincibility and invulnerability upon our messenger David Christopher Lewis and his wife Mona, all pilgrims and all those attending our heartshare lectures. Protect all of our equipment and the material to be sold at our lectures. Surround, inspire and protect our tour operator, Yedidah Tamar Yehudah of Tiphereth Travel and all her staff. Safeguard all payments and ensure the
availability of adequate personnel for our events. Provide us with clean and comfortable hotels, delicious and nutritious meals, well-equipped and arranged meeting facilities and the perfect timing and coordination of all visits to historical sites and places of interest.

Protect our air travel arrangements with and the lifestream of David Anokye of Klassique Travels, Incorporated. Ensure dependable electricity and A/V equipment for the presentations and the safety of all those attending and their vehicles. We call for the support of our body elementals to firmly establish strength, flexibility, balance and endurance in our body temples, enabling us to send forth light and fire into the Ivory Coast, Liberia, Burkina Faso, Nigeria, Mali, North Africa and the Middle East for the turning of the tide of darkness into a wave of illimitable light, light, light!

We visualize the Maltese Cross of Saint Germain over Africa and another directly over Ghana, drawing to her all pilgrims called to this holy purpose. By the miraculous frequencies of the crystal rays and the Holy Spirit, may all who support the masters’ pilgrimage in holy prayer and/or monetary donation receive a just portion of the sacred anointing given by the hands of the sponsoring masters of this event. We embrace and accept the God-estate of our own pure beingness and we stand together to deliver the fullness of a victory won to a continent and her people.

Victory! Victory! Victory! Victory! Victory!
Uhuru,¹ Umoja,² Amen.

Om Tat Sat Om
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¹ Uhuru is a Swahili word for Freedom
² Umoja is a Swahili word for Unity